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NOW IT'S AS EASY AS
A B C...+D
TO COMPLETE YOUR BACK VOLUME COLLECTIONS

ALFRED JAEGGER, INC.
www.ajaeger.com
Int'l Periodical - Back Volume Specialists
For Over 40 Years

A - Appraisals for tax and insurance purposes
B - Back volumes - Over 50,000 titles in inventory
C - Collection Development Specialists
   Comprehensive (Our inventory + publishers + vendors)
+D - Document Delivery - The final step for
   back volume completion

Alfred Jaeger, Inc.
66 Austin Blvd.
P.O. Box 9009
Commack, NY 11725-9009
Phone (631) 543-1500
Fax (631) 543-1537

E-Mail: jaeger@ajaeger.com
Tracking down obscure publishers. Haggling on price. That's been the time-consuming reality of building a digital reference collection—until now.

With Blackwell's, even choosing titles is easier. Our unmatched publisher relationships give you access to the finest digital reference titles, all in one convenient source. And after you make your selections, we handle the rest—including initiating trials and access, helping you with complex pricing and licensing issues, processing orders, and providing renewal alerts and updates.

Not many library schools offer Waiting on Hold 101. So let Blackwell's get you back to doing the things you really need to do.

For more information on how you can add Digital Reference from Blackwell's to your collection either email us at digital@blackwell.com, call your Regional Sales Manager, or contact Jay Henry, our North American Digital Reference Sales Manager at 877.270.4366. To view our latest Digital Reference Catalog log on to http://www.blackwell.com/level3/digitalreference.asp
SocINDEX™ with Full Text

Available via EBSCOhost®

There is a new standard in sociology research...

SocINDEX™ with Full Text is the world’s most comprehensive and highest quality sociology research database. The index features more than 1,300,000 records with subject headings from a 15,600 term sociology-specific thesaurus designed by expert lexicographers. This product also contains informative abstracts for more than 620 “core” coverage journals dating back to 1895. In addition, this file provides data mined from more than 500 “priority” coverage journals as well as over 1,390 “selective” coverage journals. Further, extensive indexing for books, monographs, conference papers, and other sources is included. Searchable cited references are also provided. SocINDEX with Full Text contains full text for 242 “core” coverage journals dating back to 1895, and 72 “priority” coverage journals. This database also includes full text for 547 books and monographs, and full text for 6,711 conference papers.

Disciplines covered by SocINDEX with Full Text include:
- Criminal Justice
- Criminology
- Cultural Sociology
- Demography
- Ethnic & Racial Studies
- Gender Studies
- Marriage & Family
- Rural Sociology
- Social Structure
- Social Work
- Sociological Theory
- Urban Studies
- And many more...

Contact EBSCO for a Free Trial
E-mail: information@epnet.com or
call 1-800-653-2726
Anytime Access

Crash through information barriers, cut through time zones, eliminate paper work - right from your own computer - with ANYTIME ACCESS to your order status.

The current order information available to us on our computer network is now available to you through:

thebookhouse.com

Virtually any order action can be made online - inquiries, claims, cancellations, order verification - right at your fingertips - ANYTIME, DAY OR NIGHT.

• now with "view only" options
• including standing orders with recent shipment history

Contact us today for ANYTIME ACCESS to all of your Book House, Inc. firm and standing orders.

...when you need information about your order RIGHT NOW!

Since 1962
Phone: (800) 248-1146
Fax: (800) 858-9716
e-mail: bhinfo@thebookhouse.com

Jobbers serving libraries with any book in print.
Helping librarians help their patrons

Faculty and students teaching and taking courses in such areas as optics, physics, engineering, biology, biomedicine, chemistry, and psychology are readers of OSA's journals.


NEW—meeting digests and proceeding volumes (TOPS) now included.

www.opticsinfobase.org
We are pleased to announce the launch of PsychiatryOnline.com. This site features the most trusted and reliable references in psychiatry, including the DSM-IV-TR® and The American Journal of Psychiatry.

PsychiatryOnline.com, an easy-to-use reference and research tool, harnesses the power of the Internet to bring you instant access to classic, must-have resources such as:

- Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, the most widely used psychiatric reference in the world
- Five of the top psychiatric journals, including The American Journal of Psychiatry
- DSM-IV-TR® Handbook of Differential Diagnosis
- DSM-IV-TR® Casebook and its Treatment Companion
- APA Practice Guidelines for the Treatment of Psychiatric Disorders
- The American Psychiatric Publishing Textbook of Clinical Psychiatry

All available with the convenience of state-of-the-art searching and cross-referencing tools tailored to reflect the way psychiatrists, mental health professionals, students, residents, and educators think and do research — accessible when they need it, where they need it.

Features and Benefits of PsychiatryOnline.com include:

- Remote access for authorized users
- No concurrent usage restrictions
- COUNTER-compliant usage statistics
- Library-branded site
- Unlimited PDA downloads of individual sections
- Ability to email full text of individual sections to colleagues
- Regular updating

Site Licenses Available Now!
Sign Up for a Free Institutional Trial!

For More Information on PsychiatryOnline
Visit: www.psychiatryonline.com
Call: 1-800-368-5777 x8538
Email: institutions@psych.org
IEEE is VALUE.

Beth depends on IEEE publications to bring her organization the latest technology research.

Not only do IEEE publications provide Beth with over 1 million online documents – including top-cited journals, cutting-edge conferences and vital standards – they do it for a reasonable price.

Research shows that IEEE journals are just 58% of the average journal price in the field on a page-for-page basis. That’s why 81% of IEEE customers are satisfied or highly satisfied with the value of IEEE content. And why Beth has the reputation for spending her budget so wisely.

To Beth, IEEE is value. Discover what IEEE can be for you.

Go here.
www.ieee.org/discover

IEEE INFORMATION DRIVING INNOVATION
Why has Bernan been trusted by libraries for over 50 years?

- **We give you a choice — print and online**
  In addition to our vast selection of print publications, Bernan offers free trials and subscriptions to online products from the United Nations, World Bank, Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, World Tourism Organization and Pan American Health Organization.

- **Timely notification**
  Our free monthly electronic newsletter provides the latest information on new and forthcoming government publications. Register online at www.bernan.com, or call 800-865-3457.

- **Great customer service**
  Our knowledgeable, helpful, and courteous staff will work with you to make sure that your account and orders are set up to meet your library's specific needs.

- **Comprehensiveness**
  We distribute over 45,000 official publications from dozens of U.S. government agencies and intergovernmental organizations. Our extensive backlist helps fill gaps in your collection.

- **Convenience**
  Our Standing Order service ensures that you automatically receive new editions of individual titles or new volumes in a series as they are published.

www.bernan.com
ASBMB Publications...
Impacting Life Science

NEW!

2006 Institutional Subscription Rates
(Go to www.asbmb.org/publications)

Exclusive online features:

- Perpetual access to back issues online.
- E-content archived in Highwire's LOCKSS system.
- Indexed in MEDLINE, PUBMED, ISI and Chemical Abstracts Service.
- COUNTER-compliant usage statistics.
- Authoritative science
  - JBC - Over 100 Nobel Laureates have published their work in JBC.
  - MCP - Impact Factor (9.6*) #1 in Proteomics! Plus, MCP ranks in the top 100 of all 5,968 biological & medical journals indexed by ISI.
  - JLR - Impact Factor (4.1*) #1 in Lipids!
  - BAMBED - The leading biomedical education journal.

* Source: ISI® Journal Citation Reports®, 2004 Edition.

www.asbmb.org
New for 2005!

IEE Digital Library

www.ieedl.org

The best in electrical & electronic engineering research and information

Staying informed about cutting edge research has never been easier!

Access to the new IEE Digital Library will keep you at the forefront of international developments in science, engineering and technology.

The IEE Digital Library contains all IEE journals, magazines, conference publications and seminar digests, encompassing a wide range of essential information in electrical & electronic engineering, telecommunications, computing, power, control, radar, circuits, materials, bioengineering, and IT.

Users can expect all the functionality of an advanced online platform, plus extra features to aid research and communication. In addition to outstanding search capability, users can take advantage of personalization and share functionalities, across all content or individual subject collections.

www.ieedl.org

Questions? Call 1-866-906-5900 (US & Canada only) or +1-732-321-5575  •  Email: ieedl@inspecinc.com
The Oxford Encyclopedia of British Literature

Five Volumes
Edited by: DAVID SCOTT KASTAN, Columbia University

From folk ballads to film scripts to odes, this new five-volume encyclopedia covers the entire history of British literature from the seventh century to the present, focusing on the writers and the major texts of what are now the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland. In five hundred substantial essays written by major scholars, the Encyclopedia includes biographies of nearly four hundred individual authors and a hundred topical essays with detailed analyses of particular themes, movements, genres, and institutions whose impact upon the writing or the reading of literature was significant.

An ideal companion to The Oxford Encyclopedia of American Literature, this set will prove invaluable for students, scholars, and general readers.

Never underestimate the importance of a librarian.

Okay, chances are you won't actually find a librarian firing a high-energy laser. But librarians do play a vital role on any engineering team, enabling research breakthroughs and real-time solutions. Whether you're selecting information for research communities or decision support for professionals, Elsevier provides access to the highest quality scientific, technical and health information in multiple media, including innovative electronic products like ScienceDirect® and MD Consult. After all, getting the right information into the right hands at the right time is critical to the success of any experiment. Building Insights. Breaking Boundaries.
How much did we spend on women’s studies last year?

How do I see a list of the titles we purchased with that special grant money?

If we could get the number of volumes shipped against our standing orders and average price, we could project those costs for next year.

**GOBI** reports, the answer to your acquisitions and collection development questions...

YBP Library Services
A Baker & Taylor Company
www.ybp.com
You don’t have to go it alone.

We provide the systems and support to help you manage your e-journal collection. Like our Training Resources team. These librarians provide customers with complimentary online training to ensure that you get the most out of EBSCO's e-resource access and management services. To sign up for training, visit http://training.ebsco.com. You can also attend live training sessions held at many library conferences each year. And if you are considering an EBSCO service, attending a training session can help you make an informed decision.

Get the help you need. Visit www.ebsco.com/tr to view our E-journal Life Cycle chart, which outlines the steps involved when you have e-resources in your collection and the ways in which EBSCO's services help you complete these tasks.
The most complete and current research on personality and psychopathology

COMPREHENSIVE HANDBOOK OF PERSONALITY AND PSYCHOPATHOLOGY

MICHEL HERSHEY, PhD, Pacific University
and JAY C. THOMAS, PhD, Pacific University,
Editors-in-Chief

The Comprehensive Handbook of Personality and Psychopathology presents the most up-to-date information on personality theories and major disorders. Volume 1 describes specialized theoretical models and demonstrates the impact that personality has on everyday functioning. Volumes 2 and 3 describe the most commonly seen psychological disorders in adults and children covering both diagnosis and treatment.

Pre-Pub Offer Expires 10/31/05!

AVAILABLE OCTOBER 2005

Comprehensive Handbook of Personality and Psychopathology, 3-volume set
0-471-47945-4 • 1280 pp $450.00 pre-publication price
through 10/31/05; $600.00 thereafter

Volume 1: Personality and Everyday Functioning
Jay C. Thomas, PhD, Pacific University, Forest Grove, OR
and Daniel L. Segal, PhD, University of Colorado,
Colorado Springs, CO
0-471-48837-2 • 480 pp • $150.00 pre-publication price
through 10/31/05; $200.00 thereafter

Volume 2: Adult Psychopathology
Frank Andrasik, PhD, University of West Florida, Pensacola, FL
0-471-48838-0 • 400 pp • $150.00 pre-publication price
through 10/31/05; $200.00 thereafter

Volume 3: Child Psychopathology
Robert T. Ammerman, PhD, Cincinnati Children's Hospital Medical Center, Cincinnati, OH
0-471-48839-9 • 400 pp • $150.00 pre-publication price
through 10/31/05; $200.00 thereafter
The Journal Publishing Program of the American Physiological Society (APS) covers the entire spectrum of physiology—examining major physiological systems, from the cellular and molecular to the organ and system level. These prestigious peer-reviewed journals are available in print and online. An online subscription to the APS journals provides you with immediate access to the latest issue of the journal as well as with continued access to all content published previously online. Subscribers to the online journals also get access to the fastest possible publication of original research articles through our Articles in Press feature—articles published in manuscript form within a few days of acceptance. The APS journal titles are:

- American Journal of Physiology (AJP consolidated)
- AJP-Cell Physiology
- AJP-Endocrinology and Metabolism
- AJP-Gastrointestinal and Liver Physiology
- AJP-Lung Cellular and Molecular Physiology
- AJP-Heart and Circulatory Physiology
- AJP-Regulatory, Integrative and Comparative Physiology
- AJP-Renal Physiology
- Journal of Applied Physiology
- Journal of Neurophysiology
- Physiological Genomics
- Physiological Reviews
- Physiology (formerly News in Physiological Sciences)
- Advances in Physiology Education

The APS Journal Legacy Content

One-Time Fee of $2,000
Saves 200 Linear Feet of shelf space

This Legacy Content is available online only and can be purchased separately at a one-time charge. It is a separate program from the Subscription Program in that you pay once ($2,000) for the perpetual access to the online content of 14 APS journals from 1898 to 1996-1998 (depending on the journal). This content goes back to the first issue of each of the APS journals—including APS's first journal in 1898, the American Journal of Physiology. This Legacy Content can be viewed as completely searchable scanned images of the printed pages. (find more info at: www.the-aps.org/publications/legacy)

American Physiological Society
9650 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, MD 20814-3991 (USA)
Tel: (301) 634-7100
Fax: (301) 634-7241
E-mail: subscrip@the-aps.org
Web: www.the-aps.org
Encyclopedia of Women's Autobiography
Two Volumes
Edited by Victoria Boynton and Jo Malin

Through nearly 200 alphabetically arranged entries written by more than 130 expert contributors, this encyclopedia provides an overview of women autobiographers and autobiography from the Middle Ages to the present.

Multicultural in scope, the volume includes entries on works, genres, and issues including:

- Such authors as Jane Addams, Maya Angelou, Kamala Das, Nikki Giovanni, Lucy Hutchinson, Julian of Norwich, Cherrie Moraga, Alice Walker, and many others
- The Diary of Anne Frank
- Autobiographical fiction
- Collaborative life narrative
- Letters
- Memoir and survivor narratives
- Class and race
- Feminism and identity
- Gender and sexuality

2005 • 800 pages in 2 volumes • 0-313-32737-8 • $249.95

FORTHCOMING

The Women's Movement Today
An Encyclopedia of Third-Wave Feminism
Two Volumes
Edited by Leslie L. Heywood

An essential reference work on young feminism today, this encyclopedia includes over 200 entries capturing the diversity and excitement of third wavers and their issues, visions, attitudes, culture, writings, theories, and more.

Multidisciplinary and multicultural, inclusive of diverse gender orientations and sexualities with a focus primarily on the movement in the United States.

November 2005 • 700 pages in 2 volumes
0-313-33133-2 • $199.95

Greenwood Press
www.greenwood.com
800-225-5800 • Fax 603-431-2214
88 Post Road West, Westport, CT 06881
Discover Serials Solutions' federated search engine

Serials Solutions, the company that introduced the first A-to-Z title list service for libraries, would like to introduce you to Central Search, a powerful, feature-rich federated search engine:

- Search simultaneously across multiple resources
- Simple, yet powerful user experience
- Industry-leading database coverage
- Quick, intuitive results handling
- Direct links to content

Deployed as a stand-alone solution or integrated with our product suite, Central Search provides your patrons with the search and discovery tools they need today.

Please call us for more information or to register for a free, online seminar.

A powerful federated search engine that enables simultaneous searching across disparate resources.

OpenURL link resolver takes patrons directly to full-text articles, anywhere in your collection. Interlink your many disparate resources.

Deliver complete e-serial access through your online catalog. Maintain the relevence of your OPAC in the new, digital era.

Gain greater control over the complex and time-consuming process of selecting, acquiring, and managing your e-resources.

Access tools enable you to find specific titles and browse by title or subject. Management tools enable you to reduce overlap and control your collection.

www.serialssolutions.com
1 (866) SERIALS (737-4257)
You May Think You Know Annual Reviews...

...But It's Time You Had Another Look

Annual Reviews is a nonprofit organization dedicated to helping scientists the world over cope with the ever-increasing volume of scientific research and data in a growing number of disciplines by bringing them the best in comprehensive and affordable scientific review literature.

But Annual Reviews aren't just the hardbound books you recognize from your shelves. Since we began publishing in 1932, we've become so much more, and offer:

Reviews in Advance (RIA)
Patrons can now access articles posted online up to 7 months before they appear in print. Annual Review articles are now being published online as soon as they have been edited and revised. This makes Annual Reviews dynamic publications for your institution, and gives your patrons the research they need when it's available, rather than wait for the scheduled publication date of the full volume.

The Logical Starting Point for Researchers • The Latest Developments in Science from the Premier Names in Science • The Highest ISI® Rankings and Lasting Value • Over 70 Years of Annual Reviews Content with the Annual Reviews Electronic Back Volume Collection • Reviews in Advance (RIA) Robust Online Access • An Enhanced Product at a Low Price • Powerful Administrator Tools for Librarians • A License for Every Institution • Extensive Back Volume Availability

VISIT ANNUAL REVIEWS TO SEE WHAT YOU'VE BEEN MISSING
http://arjournals.annualreviews.org

ANNUAL REVIEWS
A Nonprofit Scientific Publisher
To Reach the Annual Reviews Site License Department:
Call Toll Free (US/Canada): 800.523.8635 or Worldwide: 650.493.4400
Email: sitelicense@annualreviews.org | www.annualreviews.org/go/agt4

2006 Pricing Now Available - Contact Annual Reviews for Details.
NEW FROM
Sharpe Reference

Colonial America
An Encyclopedia of Social, Political, Cultural, and Economic History
James Ciment, Ed.
This richly illustrated set brings the full details of America's colonial heritage vibrantly to life for today's readers.
Winter 2005/06, five volumes, 8-1/2” x 11”
0-7656-8085-3 Hardcover $499.00 / set
Prepublication Price: $449.00 until 12/31/2005

Encyclopedia of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era
John D. Buenker and Joseph Buenker, Eds.
Provides in-depth coverage of the colorful period that transformed America from an isolated, agricultural nation into an industrial world power.
1,288 pages, three volumes, 8-1/2” x 11”
0-7656-8051-3 Hardcover $299.00 / set

Social Issues in America
An Encyclopedia
A one-source reference for anyone researching the historical and contemporary details of scores of hotly-contested issues confronting American society.
Winter 2005/06, eight volumes, 8-1/2” x 11”
0-7656-8061-0 Hardcover $499.00 / set
Prepublication Price: $449.00 until 12/31/2005

The Encyclopedia of Civil Liberties in America
David Schultz and John R. Vile, Eds.
"Well-indexed and cross-referenced ... a useful source of initial reference on the subject." — Library Journal
1,141 pages, three volumes, 8” x 10”
0-7656-8063-7 Hardcover $299.00 / set

Encyclopedia of World Trade
From Ancient Times to the Present
Cynthia Clark Northrup, Ed.
“A sound addition to academic and large public library collections.” — Booklist
1,552 pages, four volumes, 8-1/2” x 11”
0-7656-8058-0 Hardcover $425.00 / set

Encyclopedia of Intelligence and Counterintelligence
Rodney Carlisle, Ed.
“This volume is useful for all levels of interest. ... Highly recommended.” — Choice
832 pages, two volumes, 8-1/2” x 11”
0-7656-8056-6 Hardcover $199.00 / set

World Monarchies and Dynasties
John Middleton, Consulting Ed.
“A welcome change to strictly biographical or genealogical approaches. Highly recommended.” — Library Journal
1,200 pages, three volumes, 8-1/2” x 11”
0-7656-8050-5 Hardcover $325.00 / set

Sharpe Reference is an imprint of J.M. Sharpe
TO ORDER: Call 800-541-6563 • Fax 914-273-2106
Online at www.mesharpe.com
The Definitive Reference on Developmental Psychopathology—Revised and Expanded.

*Developmental Psychopathology, Second Edition* contains the most complete and current research on every aspect of developmental psychopathology. This acclaimed work by Dante Cicchetti and Donald J. Cohen features contributions from international expert researchers and clinicians. Containing all updated chapters and new material and incorporating the increased interpretation of neurobiological and genetic investigations in the field, this new edition maintains its reputation as the most comprehensive reference work in the field.

Pre-Pub Offer Expires 1/31/06!

*Developmental Psychopathology, Second Edition*
Dante Cicchetti, Ph.D., Mt. Hope Family Center,
University of Rochester and Institute of Child Development, University of Minnesota, and
Donald J. Cohen, M.D., Yale Child Study Center

3-Volume Set:
0-471-23735-3 • Cloth • 3,152 pp.
$500.00 US/$649.99 CAN pre-pub through 1/31/06,
$600.00 US/$749.99 CAN thereafter

Volume 1: Theory and Method
0-471-23736-1 • Cloth • 1,104 pp.
$167.00 US/$216.99 CAN pre-pub through 1/31/06,
$200.00 US/$249.99 CAN thereafter

Volume 2: Developmental Neuroscience
0-471-23737-X • Cloth • 992 pp.
$167.00 US/$216.99 CAN pre-pub through 1/31/06,
$200.00 US/$249.99 CAN thereafter

Volume 3: Risk, Disorder, and Adaptation
0-471-23738-8 • Cloth • 1,056 pp.
$167.00 US/$216.99 CAN pre-pub through 1/31/06,
$200.00 US/$249.99 CAN thereafter

New Edition—
Now Expanded to 3 Volumes
Available January 2006

WILEY
Now you know.

Available through your vendor.
Introducing the new and burgeoning field of disaster psychology, a remarkable team of expert authors provides firsthand accounts from disaster survivors around the globe, enabling readers to understand the lingering trauma and mental wounds that might otherwise go unrecognized, yet can last a lifetime. This set of books provides a comprehensive resource that illustrates how local and international humanitarian workers can effectively provide care to help restore mental health and stability for survivors of manmade and natural disasters, from genocide attempts and terrorist attacks to tornadoes, hurricanes, earthquakes, and floods.
1. **Numerical Linear Algebra**  
   Lloyd Trefethen and David Bau  
   List Price $52.50 - Order Code OT50

2. **Credit Scoring and Its Applications**  
   Lyn C. Thomas, David B. Edelman, and Jonathan N. Crook  
   List Price $80.00 - Order Code MM06 - Includes CD-ROM

3. **Mathematical Models in Biology**  
   Leah Edelstein-Keshet  
   List Price $90.00 - Order Code CJ46

4. **Learning LATEX**  
   D. F. Griffiths and D. J. Higham  
   List Price $26.00 - Order Code OT55

5. **Numerical Computing with MATLAB**  
   Cleve B. Moler  
   List Price $42.50 - Order Code OT87

6. **Matrix Analysis and Applied Linear Algebra**  
   C. D. Meyer  
   List Price $95.00 - Order Code OT71

   Youssef Saad  
   List Price $95.00 - Order Code OT82

8. **Inverse Problem Theory and Methods for Model Parameter Estimation**  
   Albert Tarantola  
   List Price $85.00 - Order Code OT89

   William L. Briggs, Van Emden Henson, and S. F. McCormick  
   List Price $47.00 - Order Code OT72

10. **Numerical Methods for Unconstrained Optimization and Nonlinear Equations**  
    J. E. Dennis, Jr. and Robert B. Schnabel  
    List Price $52.50 - Order Code CL16

11. **Ten Lectures on Wavelets**  
    Ingrid Daubechies  
    List Price $65.00 - Order Code CB61

    Desmond J. Higham and Nicholas J. Higham  
    List Price $47.00 - Order Code OT92

13. **MATLAB Guide**  
    Desmond J. Higham and Nicholas J. Higham  
    List Price $40.50 - Special Price $18.00** - Order Code OT75

14. **Handbook of Writing for the Mathematical Sciences, Second Edition**  
    Nicholas J. Higham  
    List Price $48.50 - Order Code OT63

15. **LAPACK User's Guide**  
    E. Anderson et al.  
    List Price $55.00 - Order Code SB09

16. **The SIAM 100-Digit Challenge: A Study in High Accuracy Numerical Computing**  
    Folkmar Bornemann, Dirk Laurie, Stan Wagon, and Jörg Waldvogel  
    List Price $57.00 - Order Code OT86

17. **Applied Numerical Linear Algebra**  
    James W. Demmel  
    List Price $67.00 - Order Code OT67

18. **Solving Least Squares Problems**  
    Charles L. Lawson and Richard J. Hanson  
    List Price $50.00 - Order Code CL15

19. **Dynamic Noncooperative Game Theory, Second Edition**  
    Tamer Basar and Geert Jan Olsder  
    List Price $69.00 - Order Code CL23

20. **Understanding Search Engines: Mathematical Modeling and Text Retrieval**  
    Michael W. Berry and Murray Browne  
    List Price $45.00 - Special Price $20.00** - Order Code SE08

21. **Performance Optimization of Numerically Intensive Codes**  
    Stefan Goedecker and Adolfo Horsky  
    List Price $64.50 - Order Code SE12

22. **Principles of Computerized Tomographic Imaging**  
    Avinash C. Kak and Malcolm Slaney  
    List Price $69.00 - Order Code CL33

23. **Numerical Simulation in Fluid Dynamics: A Practical Introduction**  
    Michael Griebel, Thomas Dornseifer, and Tilman Neunhoeffer  
    List Price $81.00 - Order Code MM03

    Nicholas J. Higham  
    List Price $69.00 - Order Code OT80

25. **Solving Nonlinear Equations with Newton's Method**  
    C.T. Kelley  
    List Price $42.50 - Order Code PN01

26. **Spectral Methods in MATLAB**  
    Lloyd N. Trefethen  
    List Price $43.00 - Order Code SE10

*Sales on amazon.com from 4/1/05 to 6/15/05. Accurate as of 6/15/05.
**While supplies last.

For general information, go to: www.siam.org

To buy SIAM books, contact your book agent or SIAM Customer Service at 3600 University City Science Center, Philadelphia, PA 19104-2688 USA

Phone: +1-215-382-9800 • Fax: +1-215-386-7999 • E-mail siambks@siam.org

ORDER DIRECT at www.siam.org/catalog
Military History Defined

United States at War: Understanding Conflict and Society

Covering all major U.S.-involved conflicts from the nation's founding to the present, United States at War: Understanding Conflict and Society will serve as one of the essential resources for the study of American History for years to come.

Developed by a team of military historians and expert educators, the database provides access to authoritative content, pertinent primary sources, and a wealth of historical insight and analysis on the significant themes and consequences of some of the most important periods in U.S. history.

Sign up for a free 30-day preview at http://www.abc-clio.com/uswars

The Encyclopedia of World War I
A Political, Social, and Military History

5 VOLUMES
Spencer C. Tucker, Editor
Priscilla Mary Roberts, Editor, Documents Volume
Foreword by John S. D. Eisenhower

Featuring a wealth of new information and the work of acclaimed scholars from around the world, this monumental resource is the new standard reference on the 20th century's most influential conflict.

Print: SEPTEMBER 2005 • 1,538pp • 8.5x11 • ISBN 1-85109-420-2 • $485.00
eBook: SEPTEMBER 2005 • ISBN 1-85109-425-3 • $530.00
Both: WWIB • $770.00

ABC CLIO
50th anniversary
DEFINING HISTORY SINCE 1955

800.366.6868
WWW.ABC-CLIO.COM
we can help your budget go further

Essential Serials in the Life Sciences

Choose from a prestigious collection of learned society journals:

> multi- and single-site access
> tailored packages to suit your needs
> COUNTER compliant usage statistics
> free archive
> fast publication

For more information and individual quotations contact:
Chris Baker, Sales Manager
chris.baker@portlandpress.com

Kerry Cole, Sales and Licensing Executive
kerry.cole@portlandpress.com

Access highly cited research in the life sciences
www.portlandpress.com/pcs/license
A Central Source for Research, Development, and Application Information on all Aspects of Dynamic Systems...

Journal of Computational and Nonlinear Dynamics

Serving the analytic, nonlinear, and computational dynamics communities, the Journal of Computational and Nonlinear Dynamics is a central forum where representatives of all schools of thought can share techniques, experiences, and advances to increase their versatility and effectiveness in solving problems in electro-mechanical systems, complex fluid flows, fluid-structure interactions, biological and molecular systems, chemical reaction dynamics, complex material behavior, and more.

Addressing researchers, practicing engineers, and educators, it explores the full range of analytical methods, modern nonlinear analysis techniques, computational methods, and their applications. It serves as a venue for sharing radically different approaches to the treatment of cutting-edge problems in molecular dynamic modeling, multiscale dynamics systems, protein folding, biomechanical systems, fluid-structure interactions, large-scale space-mission modeling, simulation and control, and other research areas.

Contents, Vol. 1, No. 1
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Perspectives on Prohibition weren’t just black and white. They came in every shade.

**Absolute Law Enforcement**

Col. R. E. Frith, Federal prohibition administrator, has promised Los Angeles in emphatic language that it will see absolute enforcement of the prohibition laws on New Year's Eve, or as complete enforcement as a small army of determined officers can make it.

It is a big order. It is violating nobody's confidence to add that this is the first time

Los Angeles Times; Dec. 28, 1925

**Call for Sanity!**

An attempt to repeal the 18th amendment will not help the cause of law enforcement, or of simplifying the prohibition statutes in the interest of better morals through a more unified respect for the law.

Washington correspondents say that Representative Dyer, of Missouri, will introduce a repeal

The Atlanta Constitution; Dec. 13, 1925
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